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The Second Stage 
Introduction 
As the basic structure and styles had now been established for each page, this now meant that I 
could refine this whilst also adding suitable colours based on the high-fidelity wireframes I had 
created. Due to the fact that a lot of this process was repeated for certain aspects, only some 
examples have been displayed below within this part. Please also note that during this stage, if 
‘class’ names hadn’t been applied to certain elements and if content had been missed, this was also 
added in. 

Page Heading Sections 
As there were two types of page headings, those with images and those without, this therefore 
meant that these were styled differently. These have been structured into two sections here. 

Page Heading Sections 1 (With Images) 
Regarding this stage, not much was altered for the page headings other than a few styles relating to 
the ‘hr’ tag to add an actual width and suitable colour. Please also note that on the ‘Dig for Victory’ 
page, ‘padding-left’ was assigned to the image container to provide space between the image and 
title section: 

The CSS Styles – Before and After Changes (Example on the Home Page) 
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The Outcome on the Page (Example on the Home Page) 

 

Page Heading Sections 2 (Without Images) 
Regarding this stage, not much was altered for these page headings either other than a few styles 
relating to the ‘hr’ tag to add an actual width and suitable colour. This can be viewed below: 

The CSS Styles – Before and After Changes (Example on the Land Girls Page) 

  

The Outcome on the Page (Example on the Land Girls Page) 
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Images with Text Sections 
As most of the sections containing a piece of text next to an image were of a similar structure and 
style, this therefore meant that changes made were applied to most if not all of these sections. 
Some examples of these changes can be viewed below: 

Making Alterations to the ‘Introduction’ Section on the ‘Home Guard’ Page – Before and After 

  

As can be seen here, I did change the ‘hr’ tag to remove the redundant code due to the fact that the 
width was 100% and applying ‘display: block’ ‘float: left’ would have no effect. I also removed 
‘margin-top’ as I believed this to be degrading the appearance of hierarchy with title sections. 
Furthermore, I removed ‘padding-right’ from the image container to allow this to be placed inline 
vertically with other sections. One final aspect to note is that I removed more redundant code with 
the actual image as ‘display: block’ and ‘margin: auto’ would have no effect on an image with a 
width of 100%. I also removed ‘inherit’ from image widths as setting the widths to 100% would allow 
for better scalability on different devices. The outcome of this example can be viewed below: 

The Outcome on the Web Page (Home Guard Example) 
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Sections with Subsections 
As previously, I hadn’t placed the subsections belonging to main sections within the main sections, I 
therefore needed to do this to also apply the colour effectively. An example of how this was 
approached can be viewed below with the ‘Reception Nightmares and the Slave Auction’ section on 
the ‘Evacuees’ page: 

The Altered HTML Code for this Section and Subsections 

 

The only change I made to the ‘HTML’ code was regarding placing the original content within a 
newly created container called ‘reception_slave_main_container’. This would now act as the main 
parent container to include both the main section and subsections, placing these together. The ‘CSS’ 
code for this example can be viewed on the following page. 
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The CSS for this Example 

   

With regards to the key changes made, I assigned the ‘padding’ to the newly created parent 
container as keeping this assigned to the ‘reception_slave_container’, ‘slave_auction_container’ 
(‘padding-left’ and ‘padding-right’) and ‘second_method_container’ (‘padding-left’ and ‘padding-
right’) would cause for more space to be added than required, creating an inconsistent appearance 
on the page. I also assigned relevant colours such as a green colour to the text for the 
‘sac_title_container’ ‘class’ and a grey colour to the background of the new parent container. 
Furthermore, I added in elements which were missing such as the ‘hr’ tag styles and made some 
other minor adjustments. The outcome of this example can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (Evacuees Page Example) 
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Quotation Sections 
This was the same with regards to placing subsections within sections but this time this included 
quotations instead. I also changed the colours/styling to suit the created designs/high-fidelity 
wireframes. An example of how this was undertaken can be viewed below with the ‘Introduction’ 
section on the ‘Squander’ page: 

The Altered HTML Code for this Example 

 

The Altered CSS Code for this Example 
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As is evident above, this was similar to the code example shown for placing subsections inside of 
main sections. The parent container was called ‘squander_introduction_main_container’ whereby 
the ‘padding’ was applied to place all items more centrally inside. A ‘flex-direction’ of ‘column’ was 
also applied to ensure that all sections inside would be placed in vertical format. This then allowed 
for setting the ‘flex-direction’ to ‘row’ for both the ‘squander_introduction_container’ and 
‘squander_quotation_container1’, positioning elements inside these containers in row format. 
Please note that with regards to the parent quotation container called 
‘squander_quotation_container1’, ‘align-items: center’ was removed as this was affecting the ‘hr’ 
tag element, and was applied individually to the aspects which required this instead. The width of 
the ‘sqc1_quotation_sub_container’ was set to 100% as before this was 50%, creating a compact 
appearance for the actual quote. The final key aspects to note are that ‘margin-top’ was applied to 
the parent quotation container to add space between this and the introduction section above and 
that the relevant colours were applied. These colours were then modified, depending if the content 
was placed on a grey background with the ‘border’ changing to white instead of black. The outcome 
of this example can be viewed below as well as with another example displaying the change of 
colours: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (Squander Page Example with Another Example Displaying 
Colour Changes) 
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The Anderson Shelter Section 
Due to the fact that placing the images to the side of the text would cause unnecessary white space 
to occur, I therefore decided to place these underneath the text instead with the changed code and 
outcome shown below: 

The Altered HTML Code 

 

The Altered CSS Code 

  

As is evident above, I changed the ordering of the images and text sections within the ‘HTML’ code 
so that the images would be placed underneath the text. Because of this, I needed to change the 
‘flex-direction’ of the ‘anderson_shelter_container’ from ‘row’ to ‘column’. As everything was now 
displaying in column format, this meant the widths of the images and text containers were changed 
to 100% each with no ‘padding’ applied to each images sub container. Other aspects to note are that 
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a ‘hr’ tag was added and that a ‘background-color’ with the ‘HEX’ value of ‘#D9D9D9’ was applied to 
the main container for design purposes. The outcome of this section can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of the ‘The Anderson Shelter Section’ 
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End Sections of Certain Pages 
As the design emphasised the need for different styling of some end sections regarding some pages, 
this was therefore applied as will be seen with an example below from the ‘Land Girls’ page: 

The HTML Code 

 

The Altered CSS Code 

 

As is evident above, I didn’t alter the ‘HTML’ code and with regards to the ‘CSS’ code, I changed the 
‘background-color’ as well as adding a ‘border’. The outcome of this example can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of the ‘Evenings Out’ Section on the ‘Land Girls’ Page 
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‘Doctor Carrot’ and ‘Potato Pete’ Sections 
Regarding these sections on the ‘Dig for Victory’ page, I decided to place these in one main 
container, as shown before with other examples to allow for these sections to be placed together. I 
also altered some styles in the stylesheet to produce the required outcome with regards to the 
images. This can be viewed below: 

The Altered HTML Code 
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The Altered CSS Code Relevant to ‘Doctor Carrot’ and ‘Potato Pete’ 

  

The main changes to note are that the ‘flex-direction’ and ‘padding’ were removed from both 
‘doctor_carrot_container’ and ‘potato_pete_container’ as this was being applied to the parent 
container, as explained before within this section. Redundant code was removed from the ‘hr’ 
styling due to the fact the width had been changed from 50% to 100% and the images were set to 
the width of 100% as ‘inherit’ was causing the images to become compact on the page. The outcome 
of this can be viewed on the following page. 
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The Outcome of the ‘Doctor Carrot’ and ‘Potato Pete’ sections on the Web Page 

 

So what did the Home Guard actually do? Subsection 
As I had forgotten to add some text into the previous version, this therefore meant I integrated that 
into this section. This was placed outside of the content wrapper of this section due to the fact that 
this needed to be the whole width of the content wrapper and placed underneath this aspect. This 
can be viewed below: 

Adding the Required HTML Code to the Page 

 

Adding the CSS Code for this Section 

 

As can be seen above a width of 100% was assigned so that the text would fill the whole width of its 
container, creating an aesthetically pleasing outcome on the page. The outcome of this can be 
viewed on the following page. 
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The Outcome of this Alteration on the Web Page 
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The WVS – Wartime Duties Collapsible Sections 
As currently this wasn’t styled in the way in which was required. This therefore meant this was 
changed. The ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’ code for this section at this current stage can be viewed below: 

The Altered HTML Code 
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The Altered CSS Code 
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As will be evident above, I decided to create a main container which would consist of both the 
introductory section of the ‘The WVS – Wartime Duties’ section as well as each collapsible section. 
This was of the same concept as that shown previously at this stage in other areas of the website. I 
also changed ‘class’ names to be more suitable. 

For the collapsible section that would contain the title and icon, I integrated a ‘Font Awesome’ icon 
through the use of the correct ‘class’ name, changing the size of this through ‘font-size: 100px’. The 
container for these aspects was called ‘collapsible_button_container’ which was styled to display 
items in row format through ‘flex-direction: row’. Within this container were two other containers 
relating to both the title and icons of each collapsible section, being assigned relevant widths to 
reflect the required design. Regarding the ‘cbc_icon_container’ container, ‘justify-content: center’ 
was assigned to position the icon centrally within their container. 

Furthermore, another main section was the ‘collapsible_content_container’ which was styled so that 
when the user had selected one collapsible, the content would appear as if it was attached to the 
title of each collapsible through the use of ‘padding: 40px’, placing each collapsible’s content 
inwards. Furthermore, ‘flex-direction: column’ was also applied to this to display all content inside in 
a vertical format. Within this container were containers relating to both text and images, being 
displayed at a width of 100% to allow the content to fill the parent container. The ‘flex-direction: 
row’ style was applied to the ‘ccc_images_container’ containers to allow the images inside to not be 
affected by the ‘flex-direction’ of the parent container. Regarding the images, two sub containers 
were created to allow for spacing between images through the use of ‘padding-left’ assigned to each 
second image sub container. 

Elsewhere, I styled all ‘hr’, ‘h3’ and ‘ul’ elements within this section through the use of the main 
container, reducing redundant code. With regards to the ‘ul’ styling, I integrated code from 
‘W3Schools’ to be able to style the bullet points in the required colour, as seen above under the 
‘wartime_duties_main_container ul li::before’. The outcome of these changes can be viewed 
through some examples displayed on the following page. 
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Examples of the Outcome on the Web Page 
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Links to Other Second World War Websites Key Changes 
Altering each Actual Website Links Section with their Buttons 
With regards to the actual sections where users would be able to select website links, I made some 
minor changes which can be viewed below with explanations: 

The Altered HTML Code 
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The Altered CSS Code 

   

For this stage, I added ‘align-items: center’ to each main links container as this would help to 
position any content vertically central, creating a more aesthetically pleasing appearance on the web 
page. The key aspect I added was the styles for the button sections. Where two website links were 
included, two containers were created called ‘ww2lc2_tc_button_container1’ and 
‘ww2lc2_tc_button_container2’ to allow for spacing between these elements on the page through 
the use of ‘margin-top’ on the second button container. Furthermore, generic aspects such as colour 
and fonts were applied to the buttons with the use of ‘button:hover’ to create a hover effect when 
hovering over each button. One final aspect to note is that ‘padding’ was adjusted to create 
consistent appearance throughout the page regarding the image and text containers for each links 
section. Other styles included changing aspects such as colours for sections. The outcome of this at 
this current stage can be viewed on the following page. 
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The Outcome of the Changes on the Web Page – The Generic Appearance 

 

The Outcome of the Changes on the Web Page – Before and After Hovering over Buttons 
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Changing the Footer Section 
Due to the fact that at the current stage, the footer was still multi-coloured for previous testing 
purposes, I therefore decided to change this whilst also refining the structure. This was in 
preparation for making the website responsive, as will be seen in the next section after this. The 
alterations with explanations can be viewed below: 

The Altered HTML/PHP Code 
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The Altered CSS Code 

   

  

One key aspect to note is that I added in styles for the ‘a’ elements of the footer section so that 
when hovering over the links, these would change colour through a hovering effect. Another key 
area was adding containers for the ‘hr’ elements that were vertical in order to create space between 
these aspects and their surrounding containers with the proper styling being applied to make each 
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‘hr’ tag vertical. The most important change of all was regarding adding a contact section with 
similar styles to the other footer sections. Two containers were created regarding the actual email 
address and the ‘Font-Awesome’ icon, called ‘fc_csc1_icon_container’ and ‘fc_csc1_text_container’ 
so that these could be displayed in a vertical format through ‘flex-direction: column’ assigned to 
parent containers as well as being able to fit the email address onto the page without this 
overflowing. 

Other than the styling, I also ensured that page links functioned through the assignment of 
‘variables’, similar to that shown before with the header section. These were then properly assigned 
through the main pages themselves with an example being shown below: 

Assigning the ‘variables’ to the ‘Squander’ Page Example 

 

The outcome of the footer section after these changes can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of the Footer Section at this Stage 
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Changing Simple Styles of the Navigation/Responsive Navigation Bar 
As well as changing the footer, I also integrated relevant colours into the navigation bar section 
contained within the ‘header.php’ file. These changes can be viewed below: 

Altering the CSS Code 

 

As is evident above, I changed the colours of the navigation/responsive navigation bar, including 
those when hovering over links, as well as changing the font for the text reading ‘HSHF Website’ as 
this was currently the incorrect font. The outcome of this at the current stage can be viewed below: 

The Outcomes of these Changes on the Web Page 
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The Third Stage – Making the Website Responsive 
Introduction – Mobile 
After now having added the branding/colours and making refinements to the structure of the 
website, I now needed to make the website work for several devices including mobile devices. 
Therefore, to begin, I added to the existing ‘media query’ for mobile devices for each page. As I was 
utilising ‘Flexbox’, this therefore meant that the majority of the time I was able to change the ‘flex-
direction’ from ‘row’ to ‘column’ as well as utilising the ‘order’ style to change the order of elements 
if required. Furthermore, ‘padding’ was either removed or reduced to help fit aspects onto the page 
with sometimes widths being adjusted and aspects such as ‘align-items: center’ being applied to help 
centre content with widths of less than 100%. This process can be viewed for each page within this 
section. Please note that some images may appear as if elements have disappeared which wasn’t 
the actual appearance. This was because of the tool I was utilising at the time to capture each whole 
page. 

The Utilised ‘media query’ for Mobile Devices 
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The Responsive Navigation Bar of each Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 

   

The Outcome on the Page 

 

As is evident here, I integrated code from a previous project as I knew that this would function 
correctly. The key aspects to note are that certain containers/elements were styled to display when 
on a device matching the screen resolution of the ‘media query’. Furthermore the styling relating to 
both ‘.change .bar1’, ‘.change .bar2’ and ‘.change .bar3’ would cause an animation to appear when 
selecting the ‘hamburger menu’ to open and close the menu. Other styles related to how the 
content was structured inside the menu and please note at this stage, I had forgotten to change the 
‘navigation_text’ ‘font-family’ to ‘Montserrat’ which was something completed later on to match the 
branding of the website. 
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Footer Section of each Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 

   

The Outcome on the Page 
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The Home Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome 
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The Air Raid Shelters Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Careless Talk Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 

  

The Outcome on the Page 
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The Blackout Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Dig for Victory Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Evacuees Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Home Guard Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Land Girls Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Rationing Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The Squander Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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The WVS Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page (Examples of Collapsible Elements Shown) 
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The Other WW2 Links Page 
The ‘CSS’ Code 
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The Outcome on the Page 
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I may have also looked at and used some lecture notes 
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